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ABSTRACT
Magnetic bright points are small-scale magnetic elements ubiquitous across the solar
disk, with the prevailing theory suggesting that they form due to the process of con-
vective collapse. Employing a unique full Stokes spectropolarimetric data set of a quiet
Sun region close to disk centre obtained with the Swedish Solar Telescope, we look at
general trends in the properties of magnetic bright points. In total we track 300 MBPs
in the data set and we employ NICOLE inversions to ascertain various parameters for
the bright points such as line-of-sight magnetic field strength and line-of-sight veloc-
ity, for comparison. We observe a bimodal distribution in terms of maximum magnetic
field strength in the bright points with peaks at ∼480 G and ∼1700 G, although we
cannot attribute the kilogauss fields in this distribution solely to the process of con-
vective collapse. Analysis of MURaM simulations does not return the same bimodal
distribution. However, the simulations provide strong evidence that the emergence of
new flux and diffusion of this new flux play a significant role in generating the weak
bright point distribution seen in our observations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Magnetic bright points (MBPs) were first observed in the
late 1970’s (Dunn & Zirker 1973) in G-band images of the
photosphere. Theoretical work (Spruit 1979) then described
the formation of such concentrated field strengths at small
scales in a process termed ‘convective collapse’. The mag-
netic field is advected into the intergranular lanes where
it concentrates. Fast downflows within the intergranular
lanes coupled with pressure differences between the mag-
netic flux tubes and their surroundings results in the flux
tubes ‘collapsing’ to a point where the field strength of the
tube balances pressure exerted on it from outside. In gen-
eral, such balancing of magnetic field strengths with the gas
pressure are called equipartition field strengths and within
? E-mail: p.keys@qub.ac.uk
flux tubes these field strengths can reach values of the or-
der of a kilogauss (Leighton 1963; Parker 1978; Webb &
Roberts 1978; Spruit 1979; Bellot Rubio et al. 2001; Na-
gata et al. 2008). Optical depth unity within the flux tube
is then deeper than the surrounding plasma and the base
of the tube is then heated by the hot granular walls sur-
rounding it. This coupled with the fact that the flux tube is
partially evacuated makes it appear as a localised intensity
enhancement within the intergranular lane, hence the term
‘magnetic bright point’.
Nagata et al. (2008) employed Hinode observations to
study the formation of a single MBP, looking for the signa-
ture fast downflows within the region prior to amplification
of the magnetic field to kilogauss strengths and the asso-
ciated intensity enhancement as the MBP forms. A more
rigorous statistical study using similar techniques followed
and showed that the radii of the 49 studied MBPs reduced
© 2019 The Authors
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on average from 0′′.43 to 0′′.35 resulting in field strengths
up to 1.65 kG (Fischer et al. 2009).
More recent studies of the magnetic field of MBPs show
that it displays largely a bimodal distribution (Utz et al.
2013). In this study the authors employed Hinode/SOT
spectropolarimetry data to observe MBPs in four different
regions (i.e, a sunspot group, near pores and in two dif-
ferent quiet Sun regions). Generally, the authors report a
bimodal distribution with peaks around ∼200–300 G and
∼1100–1300 G across the four data sets. They were able to fit
the distribution with log-normal components and suggested
that the two peaks are due to the convective collapse pro-
cess, with the weaker group representing uncollapsed MBPs,
while the stronger group representing those that have under-
gone the convective collapse process, resulting in higher field
strengths.
Within this work we use a unique data set with high
spatial resolution spectropolarimetric information to ascer-
tain the nature of magnetic field distributions in MBPs. The
novel aspect here is that we employ MHD simulations as a
comparison to determine the relation between the distribu-
tion and the process of convective collapse.
2 OBSERVATIONS & NUMERICAL
SIMULATIONS
The data employed in this study was acquired with the
1 m Swedish Solar Telescope (SST; Scharmer et al. 2003)
on 2014 July 27th from around 14:18 UT until 15:11 UT of
a quiet Sun region at disk centre, with an initial pointing
of N0.14W4.5 in the heliographic co-ordinate system. The
CRisp Imaging SpectroPolarimeter (CRISP; Scharmer 2006;
Scharmer et al. 2008) was used to sample the Fe i 6301A˚ and
6302A˚ line pair in full Stokes spectropolarimetry mode at 32
wavelength positions with a spectral FWHM of 53.5 mA˚ and
a step size of around 37 mA˚ for most of the line, extending
to around 77 mA˚ at the wings. A total of 92 complete full
Stokes scans were taken over the duration of the observa-
tions. The images were reconstructed using the Multi-Object
Multi-Frame Blind Deconvolution technique (van Noort et
al. 2005; Henriques 2012) within the CRISPRED data re-
duction pipeline (de la Cruz Rodr´ıguez et al. 2015) prior to
being de-rotated, aligned and destretched, which resulted in
a reduced cadence for the scans of around 33 s. The effective
field-of-view (FOV) of the data was approximately 50′′× 50′′
with a spatial sampling of 0.′′059 pixel−1.
The simulations were produced using the MURaM ra-
diative MHD code (Vo¨gler et al. 2005). This code solves
large-eddy radiative three-dimensional MHD equations on
a Cartesian grid, and employs a fourth-order Runge-Kutta
scheme to advance the numerical solution in time. The nu-
merical domain has a physical size of 12×12 Mm2 in the
horizontal direction, 1.4 Mm in the vertical direction, and
is resolved by 480×480×100 grid cells, respectively. More in-
formation on the simulations can be found in previous work
(Keys et al. 2011, 2013; Cegla et al. 2013). Here we employ
two sets of simulations, one with an initial field strength
of 200 G and one with an initial field strength of 50 G.
The simulations had an effective cadence of ∼17 s and ∼34 s
and a duration of approximately 90 minutes and 70 min-
utes of physical time for the 200 G and 50 G simulations,
respectively. Figure 1 shows a sample image from both our
observational and simulated datasets.
We employed a tracking algorithm (Crockett et al.
2010) to isolate the MBPs within our observations and sim-
ulations. This algorithm is based on intensity thresholding
techniques to isolate bright structures within the FOV, and
has been previously used in several studies that derive on the
general properties of MBPs (Keys et al. 2011, 2014). The
application of the tracking algorithm provided 300 MBPs
within the observations, 449 within the 200 G simulations
and 231 within the 50 G simulations that we use for subse-
quent analysis.
We obtained magnetic field information from our spec-
tropolarimetric dataset using the NICOLE inversion algo-
rithm (Socas-Navarro et al. 2015). The inversions were run
with three cycles with increasing nodes in temperature (2,
4, 7), LOS velocity (1, 2, 4) and LOS magnetic field (1, 2,
3) between each cycle for all MBP pixels that were tracked
with the process described above. In selecting the nodes for
each cycle, we used a similar approach as that described in
Socas-Navarro (2011). The filling factor does not vary dur-
ing our inversions, but is set to 1 throughout. The initial
model used was the FAL-C (Fontenla et al. 1993) quiet Sun
model. Due to the small signal-to-noise ratio in Stokes Q
and U, which is expected as MBPs observed at disk centre
are likely to be aligned vertically, we ignored Stokes Q and U
in our inversions by giving them negligible weighting within
the weights file for the inversion.
To test that this is a reasonable assumption, we ran a
sample of inversions including all four Stokes parameters.
Again, we employed the same nodes in temperature, LOS
velocity, LOS magnetic field and then increasing nodes per
cycle in the horizontal magnetic field components (Bx, By: 1,
2, 3) when considering the Q and U profiles in our inversions.
Across 20 randomly selected frames across the duration of
the observations we sampled ∼500 MBP pixels for inversion
of all four Stokes parameters. The retrieved inclinations in
92% of the cases were greater than 160◦ (nearly perfectly
vertical) with a median value of 169◦. These values are com-
parable to previous work (Jafarzadeh et al. 2014). We de-
cided not to consider the inversion of the Q and U profiles in
our subsequent analysis, as the weak signal in Q and U for
our observations likely meant that the inversion code would
over estimate the horizontal components (Jafarzadeh et al.
2014). Also, the weak signal meant that the fits in Q and U
were poor in comparison to those we obtained in I and V.
Given the inclination of the MBPs is largely vertical, how-
ever, the Q and U profiles can be omitted without issue for
the total magnetic field strength, which we are interested in
here.
Furthermore, within the weights file, more weight was
specified to Stokes V in comparison to Stokes I, as the sig-
nal in Stokes V is weaker than that of Stokes I. This is a
necessary step to ensure that the Stokes V profiles are fit-
ted accurately by the inversion algorithm. The weights for
Stokes V were altered between cycles to improve the fit of
the profiles. The weights for Stokes V increased from 2 in
the first two cycles to 5 in the final cycle. Examples of our
synthetic fits from the inversions can be seen in Figure 2.
From the models output, we were able to gather informa-
tion on various properties such as LOS magnetic field, LOS
velocity and gas pressure as a function of optical depth for
all inverted pixels.
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Figure 1. Panel (a) shows our observations, taken in the 6301A˚ and 6302A˚ line pair with full Stokes spectropolarimtery CRISP scans at
the Swedish Solar Telescope, of the quiet Sun at disk centre. The image is taken at 6301.0392 A˚ in the line scan. Magnetic bright points
can be seen in the intergranular lanes. Panel (b) shows the average location of the strong (green) and weak (red) magnetic bright points
superimposed on a map of the total circular polarisation signal for the FOV averaged over the whole duration of the observations. Panel
(c) and (d) show the simulated data sets we employed for the same line pair, obtained from MURaM. Panel (c) is the simulations with
an initial field of 200 G while panel (d) shows an example snapshot for simulations with an initial 50 G field. The spatial sampling for
the observations was 0.′′059 pixel−1, while the equivalent for the simulations is 0.′′0345 pixel−1.
Figure 2. An example of the synthetic fits obtained from the
inversion of Stokes I and Stokes V observations for a weak and
strong MBP. In all plots the black line shows the observed Stokes
I or V profile, while the red dashed line shows the synthetic fit
after inversion with NICOLE. The left column shows the Stokes
I profile for a weak MBP (top) and a strong MBP (bottom). The
right column shows the Stokes V profiles for the same two MBPs.
The plots are taken for a random MBP in each distribution, and
are plotted for a barycentre pixel for each. The inversions return
accurate fits for our observations.
3 RESULTS
We examined the parameters of MBPs as a whole to search
for relationships or trends. The parameters were obtained
from both the MURaM outputs from our NICOLE inver-
sions as an average value over optical depths (log τ) ranging
from −1.5 to −0.5. These general properties are displayed
in Table 1. Note, that the symbol ·|÷ here denotes that the
σ boundary can be be found by multipying or dividing the
mean value by the multiplicative deviation (see Limpert et
al. 2008; Utz et al. 2013, for more in-depth information on
this definition and log-normal distributions). Lifetime and
intensity values are given with their respective standard
Table 1. Properties of MBPs from inversions of SST observa-
tions.
Property Weak Group Strong Group
Number of MBPs 236 64
Av. of initial B-field (G) 510· |÷1.6 840· |÷1.6
Av. of final B-field (G) 530· |÷1.5 900· |÷1.6
Av. of max. B-field (G) 540· |÷1.6 1700· |÷1.2
Av. of lifetime mean MBP B-field (G) 530· |÷1.4 950· |÷1.3
Av. lifetime 140±60 370±330
Av. of max. intensity (normalised units) 1.07±0.03 1.10±0.04
deviations. We average over a range of optical depths to
smooth out any inaccuracies that may fall within, or at least
close to, the optical depth that the inversion code has cho-
sen to fit the model. This removes any inconsistencies that
may arise from choosing a singular optical depth. Further-
more, the range from −1.5 to −0.5 was chosen due to typical
response functions for the line pair, which will peak closer
to log τ = −1. Therefore, we expect the optical depth range
chosen to be the region where the contribution is highest,
thus, giving a more accurate representation of the MBPs.
This likely corresponds to the mid-photosphere.
We investigated the general magnetic field strength dis-
tribution for tracked MBPs in two ways. We examined the
maximum magnetic field strength detected in each MBP
during its lifetime, and the magnetic field distribution for
all detected MBP pixels within our datasets. Figure 3 shows
the LOS magnetic field for the observations and the simu-
lations. Column (a) shows the LOS B-field distribution for
all MBP pixels, while column (b) shows the B-field distribu-
tions for the maximum B-field found with each tracked MBP
throughout their entire lifetimes. The rows show the distri-
butions for the observations (top), the 200 G simulations
(middle) and the 50 G simulations (bottom).
The B-field values derived from our spectropolarimet-
ric inversions show two distinct groups. This distribution is
similar to the one reported in Utz et al. (2013) and can be
described with a double peak, defined by log-normal com-
ponents. The double peak nature of the distribution is more
pronounced when one looks exclusively at the plot for the
MNRAS 000, 1–6 (2019)
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Figure 3. B-field properties of the MBPs from the SST obser-
vations, 200 G MURaM simulations and 50 G MURaM simula-
tions. Column (a) shows the B-field distribution of all tracked
MBP pixels in the data. Column (b) shows the B-field distribu-
tion for the maximum B-field for each tracked MBP across their
lifespan. A bimodal distribution is seen in the observations, but
is not recreated in either the 200 G or 50 G simulations. Note
that the distributions are displayed for the entire duration of the
observations and simulations. In the case of the simulations, this
represents the distribution after the field has been injected and
allowed to stabilise. All distributions are fitted with a double log-
normal distribution, similar to the approach adopted by Utz et
al. (2013).
maximum B-field value for the 300 MBPs over their lifetime
(top right plot), with the ‘weak’ group peaking at ∼480 G
and the ‘strong’ group peaking at ∼1700 G. We note that
the peak in the strong group is likely to be somewhat over-
estimated due to a correction factor that had to be applied
to the polarimetric calibrations of all SST taken during the
2014 observing season (see Henriques et al. 2017, for more
details). This effect is non-linear and is more pronounced
at smaller B-field values, though we stress that the strong
group fields will still peak above the ∼1300 G equipartition
field strength suggested by Spruit (1979).
The bimodal distribution is less pronounced when con-
sidering all MBP pixel values. This has the effect of mov-
ing the strong peak closer (now at ∼1100 G) to the weak
peak. This is not surprising as pixels about the barycentre
of the MBP are likely to have similar LOS magnetic fields
to the barycentre (where we expect the maximum peak for
the MBP to be) and, therefore, will contribute more to the
distribution, albeit lowering the location of the peak. Also,
it is worth noting that it is expected that the magnetic field
within each MBP would smoothly decline in strength from
the strongest central value towards the MBP boundary, so
a more continuous distribution would likely form when con-
sidering all MBP pixels.
Considering only the maximum B-field values, the av-
erage field strength of the weak group is 540 ·|÷ 1.6 G while
the strong group has an average B-field of 1700 ·|÷ 1.2 G.
A bimodal distribution is not apparent in MURaM sim-
ulations. The simulated datasets show a single peak that
corresponds to the ‘strong’ group in our observations with
no corresponding ‘weak’ group peak. Similar to the obser-
vations, the distribution can be fitted with a log-normal,
albeit with quite a sharp tail at about 1100 G. The smaller
average field strength introduced in the domain results in a
smaller number of MBPs detected in the 50 G simulations
than the 200 G simulations. The peak in the B-field distribu-
tion is slightly lower in the 50 G simulations (peaking about
1300 G as opposed to 1400 G for the 200 G simulations).
This is coupled with a narrower log-normal distribution in
the 50 G simulations in comparison with the 200 G simula-
tions.
The absence of the two-peaked distribution in the simu-
lations may not be completely unexpected. When consider-
ing the simulations, one has to bear in mind that the simu-
lated domain of the simulated box is small compared to the
observations. Solar phenomena, such as supergranulation,
are therefore missing from the simulations and that can af-
fect bulk motion and/or the B-field distributions of MBPs.
This is in part why we looked at two simulated datasets to
assess if different average magnetic field strengths, that we
might see between network and internetwork regions, results
in the different B-field distributions. This does not seem to
be the case. In fact, when we used Local Correlation Track-
ing (LCT; November & Simon 1988) of long-duration He-
lioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI; Schou et al. 2012)
continuum images to track supergranular evolution (similar
to the approach employed by Requerey et al. 2018) within
our FOV, we do not see a correlation between the MBP po-
sitions within the network to the maximum magnetic field
strength during their evolution. Panel b of Figure 1 shows
the spatial location of the strong and weak MBPs within the
FOV.
We believe that the most likely explanation for the lack
of a two peaked distribution in the simulations arises as a
result of the effects of diffusion and the fact that no ‘new’
flux is added to the simulated domain as a function of time.
In terms of the diffusion within the simulated domain, the
process is artificial requiring additional terms to diffuse the
field. Therefore, the domain becomes more ‘stable’ and the
flux concentrations have the time to make it to kilogauss
fields.
Using the methods described in Abramenko et al.
(2011), we established the diffusion index (γ) and the dif-
fusion coefficient (K) for our data and simulations. For the
observations, we find values for γ of 1.73±0.25 for the weak
MBP distribution and 1.40±0.15 for the strong MBP distri-
bution. These values suggest that the MBP motion for both
weak and strong MBPs are super diffusive with similar val-
ues to other studies (Keys et al. 2014). The strong MBPs
are slightly less super diffusive due to clustering in regions
of higher average flux (see Figure 1 panel b) and, there-
fore, fall within stagnation points that restrict movement.
This is reflected in the values for K for the two groups of
162±46 km2 s−1 and 143±48 km2 s−1 for the weak and strong
distributions, respectively, where K indicates the efficiency
of the dispersion of the MBPs.
The simulations were found to have values for γ of
1.63±0.47 and 1.77±0.54 for the 200 G and 50 G simula-
tions, respectively. Both sets of simulations have similar dif-
fusive properties to those of the weak group in our observa-
tions. The value for K for the simulations was found to be
160±48 km2 s−1 and 166±49 km2 s−1 for the 200 G and 50 G
MNRAS 000, 1–6 (2019)
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simulations, respectively. This seems to be slightly higher
than their strong MBP counterparts in the observations,
which suggests that the diffusion within the simulations is
not quite the same as those observed on the Sun, with fewer
stagnation points.
Given the similarity between the simulations and the
weak group in terms of diffusion, it would seem that there
is another reason that accounts for the difference between
the two distributions. The magnetic flux within the sim-
ulated domain remains static, in the sense that no fresh
flux is added over time. In contrast, the new flux can be
added to our observational field-of-view contributing to the
generation of new MBPs with weaker fields which are be-
ing dispersed through turbulence prior to reaching kilogauss
strengths, which is reflected in the values for γ and K that
we find in our observations (i.e., the weak MBPs are more
diffusive). In the simulated domain, the flux remains within
the relatively small box and is able to form kilogauss con-
centrations over time. An examination of the weak to strong
MBP number ratio in the simulations shows that it drops to
1:5 from 2:1 within 340 s in the 50 G simulations and from
4:5 to 1:5 in 357 s in the 200 G simulations. This supports
the idea that the absence of new flux within the simulated
domain results in the disappearance of the weak group and
allows the MBPs to form kilogauss fields. This highlights the
importance of flux emergence and diffusion of this new flux
in MBP B-field distributions.
This double peaked distribution has sometimes been at-
tributed to the process of convective collapse (Utz et al.
2013), with the weak field distribution attributed to uncol-
lapsed fields. The process of convective collapse implies a
correlation between the LOS B-field and the LOS down-
flow velocity experienced by the MBPs throughout their
lifetimes. Like the LOS B-field, the LOS velocity is sam-
pled over the same optical depth range. Response functions
for the LOS velocity suggest that there are significant con-
tributions within this height range, with more contribution
between the range log τ = 0 to −1 than observed for re-
sponse functions of the LOS B-field. We choose the same
range of optical depths as the LOS B-field, so that they are
more readily comparable. We note that from tests of the
variation of LOS velocity that in deeper regions the values
are slightly higher in magnitude, though the trends in the
rise/fall of LOS velocity are comparable between the region
we sample and deeper regions. A Spearman’s Rank Corre-
lation Coefficient (SRCC) between the LOS B-field and the
preceding LOS velocity for the strong MBPs in our observa-
tions gives a value of 0.202, a very weak linear trend between
the two parameters. The SRCC for the weak group is 0.206,
which is a similar relationship. We note that preceding here
refers to a time frame of 297 s before (and including) the
peak B-field. We include the frame of peak B-field here in
case the peaks in both parameters are coincident due to the
temporal resolution. These values suggest that there is no
real correlation between the magnetic field strength and the
preceding LOS velocity, or it is very weak at best. It should
be noted as well, however, that it cannot be discounted that
convective collapse could occur on a timescale shorter than
our scan time of 33 s, although a large number of studies
of convective collapse have comparable temporal resolution
and find timescales for collapse on the order of minutes (Na-
gata et al. 2008; Fischer et al. 2009), which would be suffi-
ciently sampled by our temporal resolution. Furthermore, it
should be noted that counter streaming flows (as observed
by Bellot Rubio et al. 2001; Utz et al. 2014, for example)
could further complicate any treatment of LOS velocities,
although by considering preceding values, we expect to miss
the rebound shocks described by Bellot Rubio et al. (2001).
Similar values were observed when applied to our simu-
lations (SRCC = 0.115 for 200 G and -0.239 for 50 G). These
values suggest that there is a very weak (at best) linear trend
between the magnetic field and the preceding LOS velocity.
Now, this does not necessarily suggest that convective col-
lapse does not occur, only that the strength of the B-field is
not reliant on the strength of the preceding downflow. Given
the fact that strong downflows are required for collapse to
occur, these values suggest that convective collapse is not
solely responsible for the stronger B-fields in the MBPs and,
therefore, it is not solely responsible for the bimodal dis-
tribution of magnetic field strengths as was once thought.
Work by Utz et al. (2014) comes to similar conclusions, in
that it seems that other processes besides convective collapse
can result in kilogauss fields in MBPs. Within this work the
authors study a large sample of MBPs and find evidence for
kilogauss fields without the telltale signatures of convective
collapse. The results from our study of the simulations sug-
gests that flux emergence and diffusion of new flux plays a
significant role in this distribution and the ability for MBPs
to form kilogauss structures.
4 CONCLUSIONS
In this study we analysed high resolution spectropolarimet-
ric data of a quiet Sun region at disk centre to examine
the general magnetic properties of magnetic bright points
(MBPs). We find a bimodal distribution of magnetic field
strengths in MBPs. We do not find significant evidence that
this distribution results from the process of convective col-
lapse in MBPs. Furthermore, the spatial location of MBPs
within network cells do not seem to explain this bimodal
distribution in terms of B-field strength, i.e., the distribu-
tion does not appear to arise based on whether the MBPs
are classed as network or internetwork MBPs.
We examined MURaM simulations to search for evi-
dence of the bimodal distribution in simulated datasets. We
investigated two sets of simulations, one with an initial field
of 200 G and one with an initial field of 50 G. However,
neither return the bimodal distribution that we see in the
observations. On closer inspection, we determined that the
simulated MBPs had similar diffusive properties as the weak
MBP distribution in our observations. However, on examin-
ing the ratio of weak to strong MBPs over time in the sim-
ulations, we see that the weak distribution rapidly declines
with the number of strong MBPs increasing. We attribute
this to the fact that no new flux is added to the simulated
domain, so the magnetic field has more opportunity to am-
plify to kilogauss field strengths. Within the observations,
new flux is constantly added, which disperses prior to reach-
ing kilogauss fields, thus, producing the bimodal distribution
we observe.
The evidence that we find in our observations and sim-
ulations suggests that this bimodal distribution is not solely
the result of the convective collapse process. We see that
diffusion and emergence of new flux plays a significant role
in the distribution of magnetic fields at these scales on the
solar surface.
MNRAS 000, 1–6 (2019)
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